TRAINING GUIDELINES for WORKSHOPS- Project TOOLS TO FLY
1. Title of the training course

Suhl in senses

2. Objectives of the training course

Take photos for participate: photos of Suhl
with the five senses- Participatory
Photography workshops
- Disclose the atmosphere of the city
- Promoting digital literacy
- To understand “what is my tool to live, to
be here?”

3. Short description of the course
content

Promoting new understandings of the city, of
the place, where I live now- through
participatory photography and creating a
movie to stimulate the imagination, to
develop the creativy, to have a new vision of
the city of living.
To promote the video to official website of the
city.
Also:
- To provoke the women to participate in the
citylife
- Challenge participants to express their
feelings and opinions through the image.
- Promote social inclusion
- Sensitize to new technologies including
digital photography

4. Target group(s)

A group of women migrants, 7

5. Methodology used

Program Animoto, a media tool that allows
an easy and fun way to get professional
results, having fun and bringing into play
their creativity.

6. Course duration & follow-up
activities, if any

3 times x 2 hours
To present in the Municipality the video

7. Necessary materials/resources

Questionnaires, Photos, Computer
Workshop takes place: in the local Galleryquestionnaires’; in the open space-Suhl; in
computer laboratory with Internet
connection.

8. Exercises

- fill the questionnaires’: My dream?; My tool
to follow the dream?; Obstacles?; Support?; If
the dream is fulfilled, what do you see?
- take photos related to the task given;
- write a text;
- together the trainer use the media program
and putting photos and texts create a video
9. Course evaluation from the trainees “The most important thing for us was that
we felt- we are doing something useful to
ourselves and to the others in a very new
way.”
“…may be it is a possibility to show- we are
here ...”
10. Conclusions from the trainer
The work with the software and the media
tools allowed the women to produce their
own content, express their own view about
the task given; to develop some artistic and
media experience.
The methodology of participatory
photography and the movie maker program
were unknown to almost all the participants,
what made the exercises very exciting for
everyone.
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